**Common Agenda:**

1) **Dining**- Work with Student Dining Committee and other key stakeholders on helping students be part of the solution in dining.

2) **Transparency & Communications**-
   a) Examine existing channels that connect the SGA with the work of the SLG, identify gaps and places where we need a new connection, or where an existing connection is ineffective. Address any gaps through the creation of new channels of communication or repurposing of existing channels. The overall goal is to make more effective and regular communication between individual members of SLG and SGA, in addition to SLG and SGA as a whole.
   
   b) In addition to the regular updates that are already sent out in Midd News, address/provide updates on administrative developments to make the administration’s work more transparent to the student body.
   
   c) Create a document that can serve as a guideline for students to help understand the college’s decision-making process.

3) **Talk & Listen Better and More Often “Admin Access”**- Have a regular day every two weeks in which administrators and SGA members visit the dining halls and other venues to be available to and answer questions of students.

4) **Public Spaces and Art**- In collaboration with the master plan committee, the buildings and grounds committee, and facilities, develop a 5-10 year plan for public spaces to be more welcoming for all especially through the medium of art/self-expression.

5) **New Middlebury Traditions**- With MCAB and SGA, develop a “new traditions at Midd” contest which focuses on developing or reviving new Middlebury traditions for the 21st century.

6) **McCullough Student Center Improvements**- Work within existing approval and governance bodies to create a plan for short term and long term improvements in McCullough as a more student centric social space.

7) **Summer Communication**- Work on a plan for summer communication with students regarding changes and updates that occur over the summer.
8) **We The Midd Kids** - Work on reviving the “We The Midd Kids” consulting platform, and include faculty, staff, as well as students.

9) **How Midd Works** - Developing a “How Midd Works” program which introduces students to the basic workings of Middlebury College, to understand better how Middlebury runs.